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Abstract: This article presents a self-timed approach to digital Gallium Arsenide logic 
applicable to high performance VLSI circuits and systems. The design 
techniques are based on GaAs Latch-Coupled FET Logic (LCFL) in order to 
achieve reasonable power-delay-area trade-off. The complexities due to clock 
skew are avoided and power savings achieved through the pipelined 
architecture. A range of arithmetic circuits is presented and their performance 
evaluated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Clock skew is the speed limiting factor in digital synchronous systems. 
Moreover, the clock distribution system can dissipate a considerable amount 
of power, reaching up to 40% of the total power dissipation of the system 
[1]. On the other hand, self-timed digital systems do not suff er from the 
problem of the clock skew. However, the penalty is the increased complexity 
of the system and the requirement to incorporate a handshaking circuitry that 
permits reliable communications between asynchronous modules. Each 
module generates an event (in the form of a signal transition) when it is 
ready to accept data, and another event on completion of its computation. 
The use of transition signalling is common in self-timed applications due to 
the achievable time and power savings [2]. The handshaking modules can be 
implemented using Event Driven Logic described in [3]. Several standard 
circuit elements commonly required to process transition signals have been 
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developed. These include: Muller-C elements (AND for events), Exclusive
OR gates (EDLXOR), Inclusive-OR gates (EDLINCOR), and inverters. The 
implementations of theses circuits in Gallium Arsenide technology are 
readily available [4][5]. Especially important is the Muller-C element which 
is the core building block used in the two- and four-phase handshake 
protocols [6]. This paper presents a design methodology for Gallium 
Arsenide self-timed integrated systems [7] using LCFL latched logic 
primitives [8]. 

2. GAAs LATCH-COUPLED FET LOGIC (LCFL) 

Latch-Coupled FET Logic (LCFL) [8] together with Pseudo-Dynamic 
Latched Logic are MESFET [9], logic families overcoming the inability of 
the Direct Coupled FET Logic (DCFL) to support AND connection of the 
Enhancement type transistors in the pull-down section of the GaAs logic 
gate as the latch refreshing the output voltage compensates for the leakage 
current. The basic structure of the LCFL gate is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. LCFL gate.(a) gate level schematic, (b) transistor level schematic 

In order to explain the basic operation of the LCFL cell, a two-cell part of 
a two-phase shift register, shown in Figure 2. together with the LCFL AND 
gate from Figure 3(a), is considered. The cells are clocked by <I> and <I> 
respectively. During the first half of the clock period the signal <I> is high 
and, therefore, Vout of the first stage is low and there is no interaction with 
the next stage. Since J5 is "on" and the output is low, J2 is "off'. With 10 
being "off' the internal node will be high and its voltage will be limited to 
approximately 0.7 V because ofthe J4 gate conduction. For the other case of 
JO being "on", the internal node will be low. In other words, the transistor 
stage consisting of JO and J 1 acts as a DCFL inverter connected to the input 
J4 of the next inverter stage J4/13. Depending on the input signal in two 
combinations are possible at the end ofthe first half ofthe clock period: 
1. in = H internal = L, out = L (LIL) 
2. in = L internal = H, out = L (HIL) 
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Figure 2. An LCFL shift register. Cell circuit diagram (a), two consecutive cells (b) 

These are the initial conditions for the latch consisting of the two 
inverters, 12/11 and J4/13, which operates during the second half of the clock 
period. To discuss this behaviour the state diagram for Vinternal and VOll!, 
shown in Fig.3, will be used. It shows the static transfer curves ofthe 
latch 11/J2, 13114 where the DC load presented by 12 and J4 is included. The 
separatrix (thick line) is superimposed on the same graph. The separatrix 
determines which state, (LlH) or (HIL), will be reached at the end of the 
second half of the clock period. For example, with the initial condition set to 
(LIL) in phase I which corresponds to Vin = H, the latch reaches the final 
state (LlH) in phase 2, as shown by the trajectory in Figure 3. The initial 
condition set to (HIL) is in the vicinity of the final endpoint (H/L) and, 
therefore, poses no problem. The minimum distance between the starting 
point and the separatrix may be thought of as a noise margin for this type of 
latched logic because if (LIL) is shifted to the right of the separatrix by noise 
sources, this will result in an incorrect state. By proper dimensioning the 
sizes of transistors JO ... J 5 as weil as considering the three capacitances, C2, 

Cm and C4, this distance can be made approximately 150 mV as shown in 
Fig. 3 for the case of the AND gate. The method of the ca1culation of the 
separatrix can be found in [10]. The slope of the separatrix will not change 
due to the temperature variations since it is determined by transistor 
parameter and capacitance ratios resulting in a rather robust circuit 
performance. 

In terms of power dissipation, LCFL is very efficient because it uses the 
currents of the pull-up transistors in the latch twice: during phase I for the 
logic evaluation and in phase 2 for the latch function. Moreover, there is an 
inherent latch property which decouples adjacent stages. This is a major 
reason that the AND function in the logic is possible as opposed to DCFL. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. State transition diagram ofthe LCFL latch used in an AND gate. Circuit schematic 
(a) and the transition diagram (h) 

3. SELF-TIMED SYSTEMS IN MESFET GAAs 

Self-timed systems require that logic cells have several control inputs and 
that they generate at least one control signal for handshaking. For the typical 
4-phase handshaking protocol the input signals are Enable and Start and the 
required generated signal is Done (Comp/ete) as shown in Figure 4. The 
Done signal triggers the Request input in the next stage's handshaking block. 

Figure 4. A c1assical four-phase pipeline. 

The logic path consists of the register latching the input signals and the 
functional block implementing the logic function. The detailed operation of 
this type of a self-timed pipeline can be found in [6]. The GaAs LCFL logic 
family can be used efficiently to implement self-timed systems. The clock 
input can readily be used as the Request line, and the logic cell contains a 
latch which, if proper hanshaking protocol is applied, should allow 
elimination of the separate latches from the pipeline structure. The Done 
signal, indicating when the logic evaluation is completed, needs to be 
generated by extra hardware, as does the Enable line. 
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3.1 The Muller-C element 

As can be seen in Figure 4, the Muller-C element is the fundamental 
component of the handshaking path of the self-timed pipeline. In terms of 
logic operation, it implements the AND function for events, such that if a 
specific transition takes place at one input and it is coincident with, or 
followed by, a similar transition ofthe other input(s), then that transition will 
be presented at the output [3]. In conventionallogic terms its function can be 
described as: 

Y(i + 1) = Y(i)(A + B) + AB 

Using an LCFL gate this equation can be implemented in the structure 
presented in Figure 4. 

A B Y(I+I) 

o 0 
I Y(r) 
o Y(I) 
I I 

(.) (b) 

Figure 5. LCFL implementation ofthe Muller-C gate 

3.2 Self-timed GaAs LCFL pipeline 

Figure 6 shows an LCFL cell for self-timed applications. As can be seen 
the latch is an inherent component of the cell. This property together with 
the appropriate modifications to the handshake path to suit the GaAs latched 
logic design style can be utilised to eliminate the separate latch blocks from 
the pipeline. The modified pipeline is shown in Figure 7. In the self-timed 
LCFL cell from Figure 6, the Camplete signal is generated by first producing 
the complement of the output with a NOR gate which is also controlIed by 
the Re quest signal. This NOR gate is sized appropriately to achieve equal 
signal delay at the input of the following NOR gate producing the Camplete 

signal. 
The logic cell operates as folIows: When the Request line is high the cell 

is in the reset state, both lines Out and Out are low and the Camplete line is 
high. When Request goes low and Enable is high the cell evaluates the output 
and one of the lines Out or Out conditionally goes high which causes the 
Camplete line to go low and this indicates that logic evaluation has been 
completed. 
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Figure 6. LCFL cell for the self-timed pipeline 

The Enable line is not always needed and in the pipeline structure from 
Figure 7(a) the logic cells do not contain the Enable line. There are cases, 
however, when Enable line cannot be omitted as in the bubble-shift register 
presented in Section 4.2. 
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Figure 7. LCFL pipeline (a), details ofthe hanshaking block (b). 

The modification of the handshake path comparing to the standard four
phase handshake protocol is such that a particular LCFL logic cell is not 
allowed to enter into the reset state until the following cell completes its 
evaluation, and also it cannot perform the next evaluation until the cell 
following it enters the reset state. This handshake protocol operation 
removes the need for the separate latches between the logic stages. 

4. ARITHMETIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

The following sections demonstrate the design of several arithmetic 
building blocks using the self-timed, pipelined approach. The operation of 
standard shift-register and bubble shift-register as weIl as the adder and the 
accumulator are presented. Especially interesting is the accumulator design 
because it requires the implementation of a special memory cell needed in 
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the feedback path, as the value stored in the feedback path may have to wait 
for the asynchronous, input data for arbitrary periods of time. 

4.1 Shift register 

The pipeline from Figure 7(a), with the logic cells like the one from 
Figure 6, with only one transistor in the logic block and no Enable transistor, 
forms a self-timed shift-register. 
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(b) 
Figure 8. Self-timed GaAs LCFL shift register operation 

Figure 8(a) presents the HSPICE simulation of the operation of the chain 
of 4 cells and Figure 8(b) the performance as the function of the spread of 
the threshold voltage in the range (-1 .5 + 1.5)crV T for the 0.6 11m MESFET 
technology . 

4.2 Bubble shirt register 

Sometimes the area occupied by the register may become the main 
constraint, and, if the speed margin provided by the Gallium Arsenide 
technology is sufficient, the register may be implemented as a bubble-shift 
register reducing the area requirement by almost 50%. The bubble shift 
operation is shown in Figure 9(a). There is one more cell, than is needed to 
store all the data word bits. This cell is used as a bubble and is shifted left. 
Shifting the bubble from the rightmost to the leftmost position in the register 
chain is equivalent to shifting the data word one position right. 

The implementation of the bubble shift register as a GaAs self-timed 
pipeline for the simplified case oftwo data bits and three logic cells is shown 
in Figure 9( c). The feedback path connecting the output of the register to its 
input is necessary if the data word needs to be preserved. The logic cells in 
the bubble shift register have to utilise the Enable line as in this case 
adjacent cells store the logic value and the only interaction between the logic 
cells is allowed when a cell holding no logic value reads the contents of is 
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left neighbouring cell which is equivalent to the bubble being passed from a 
cell currently holding it to its immediate neighbour on the left. 
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Figure 9. Bubble shift operation 
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Figure 10. Operation and peiformance of the 
bubble-shift register 
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The handshake path direction is opposite to the direction of the logic path 
as the handshake protocol controls passing of the bubble from right to left. 
The special handshake block is a slight modification of an LCFL cell where 
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two additional reset lines to accommodate Rst and Enable n control signals 
have been incorporated. 

T ABLE 1 - Power dissipation comparison between 
h d If' dd . sync ronous an se -time eSlgns 

Power Power in the clock 
Design excluding clock drivers Total power 

Synchronous 4mW 3.5mW 7.5mW 
Self-timed 4mW 0 4mW 

As in the previous case, the performance of the circuit was assessed using 
HSPICE. Figure lO(a) shows the waveforms at the output of the register for 
the simplified case of four logic cells (3-bit data word) and Figure 1 O(b) 
shows the relationship between the spread of 0.611m MESFET process 
parameters and the delay and power dissipation ofthe circuit. 

The comparison ofthe power dissipation ofthe 12-bit synchronous LCFL 
register and the self-timed 12-bit bubble shift register is shown in Table 1. 

Figure 11. A one-bit, self-timed LCFL GaAs adder 

4.3 The Adder 

The adder is the centre point of any arithmetic unit. In bit serial 
calculations a one-bit adder is everything that is required. A one-bit adder is 
a building block for larger, pipelined stages as is demonstrated in the next 
section. The appropriate self-timed architecture in GaAs MESFET is 
depicted in Figure 11. The details of the sum and carry blocks are shown in 
Figure 12. The adder circuit has been simulated using the models of the 0.6 
11m EID GaAs MESFET technology. Fig 13(a) shows the operation of the 
adder and Fig 13(b) presents the performance. The delay has been defined as 
the time between the falling slopes of the Request and Camplete signals. The 
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adder exhibits the delay of 190 ps and power dissipation of 200 f..l W for the 
typical value of Vr ofthe MESFET process. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 12. Details ofthe sum (a), and carry cell (b). 

4.4 The Accumulator 

The accumulator structure for the case of 4 bits is shown in Figure l4(a). 
It can be observed that the handshaking hardware overhead is not significant, 
especially for higher numbers of bits, although because of the limited fan-out 
ofthe GaAs gates some buffering might be required. 
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Figure 13. Operation and performance of the adder 

The accumulator contains one-bit adder cells, and pre-skew and de-skew 
sections consisting of simple delay cells. However, because of the feedback 
present in the accumulator, special memory cells have to be employed. The 
memory cells ensure that regardless of the delay in the input data (which can 
be asynchronous) the accumulator adds correctly the new set of data to the 
current contents. The memory cell, shown in Fig. 14(b), uses the basic cell 
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from Figure 6 and one Muller-C cell from Figure 5 to read the output of the 
adder and is triggered by the Camp/ete signal from the adder cel\. 

Cell 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 14. A 4 bit accumulator (a) and a special memory cell (b). 

Figure 15( a) shows the waveforms at the output of the accumulator for a 
4-bit data word 0011, and Figure 15(b) shows the relationship between the 
spread of 0.61lm GaAs MESFET process parameters and the power 
dissipation of the circuit. The circuit throughput is 0.5 Gsps and does not 
depend on the data word width. It is expected that this value will further 
increase for the O.4llm process. 
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Figure 15. Accumulator simulation results: (a) output waveforms for 0011 data word, (b) 

power dissipation as a function of V T spread 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper demonstrates a unified design methodology for Gallium 
Arsenide MESFET self-timed integrated systems useful for high 
performance computing. The four-phase handshake protocol has been 
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modified specifically to suit the requirements of GaAs latched logic circuits. 
The resuIting circuits are inherently delay insensitive and power efficient as 
the c10ck signal has been entirely eliminated. The latches present in between 
logic stages of the c1assic micropipeline have been eliminated using the 
inherent latching property of the LCFL GaAs logic family leading to further 
savings in power dissipation and die area. A range of design examples of 
various arithmetic circuits has been inc1uded. 
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